
HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL MBA CASE STUDIES

Case studies from Harvard Business Publishing add a real-life perspective to business courses around the globe.

Updated September 10, Many business schools use the case method to teach MBA students how to analyze
business problems and develop solutions from a leadership perspective. Also included are: Brief Cases that are
rigorous and compact with pages and exhibits Case studies that are popular for undergraduate-level courses
Executive education cases that provide rich yet efficient learning for managers at every level. Your analysis
should include a realistic solution as well as an explanation as to why this solution is the best fit for the
problem and the organization's goal. They also bring to light the thoughtful debate that shaped the evolution of
the case method at HBS. In classâ€”under the questioning and guidance of the professorâ€”students probe
underlying issues, compare different alternatives, and finally, suggest courses of action in light of the
organization's objectives. But the authors of a recent paper argue that Wallace Donham, the man credited with
establishing the case method as a force at HBS in the s, had evolving views of business education that have
never been surfaced, and that contradict the sense that management lessons should be viewed through the
narrow lens of the case study. The scenarios they describe are real, all ripped from the business pages. I
believe so, but not without leadership which thinks in terms of broad social problems instead of in terms of
particular companies. During two years of study, the typical student will analyse and discuss cases: a
pedagogical approach that has achieved near-religious status at Harvard and proved highly lucrative with sales
to hundreds of business schools around the world. But case studies are now being written in varied ways, or
rejected outright by rivals as business education trends shift. Bridgman says this surprised the group. How the
HBS Case Method Works When students are presented with a case, they place themselves in the role of the
decision maker as they read through the situation and identify the problem they are faced with. Last year, it
sold about 15m copies globally mostly to business schools, from  Each student lays out in front of them a case:
a stapled booklet containing a dozen or more pages of text interspersed with data. By this time, he had become
friendly with the mathematician and philosopher Alfred North Whitehead, a British transplant who had left
Cambridge University for Harvard, where he wrote on metaphysics. In slim booklets, the cases, of which there
are tens of thousands, lay out the strategic questions facing a major corporation, like Amazon, GE, or Pepsi.
You can see the lightbulb go on and know when they are getting it right, which is very hard in lectures. In the
upheaval, he says, Donham saw the limits of the approach he had championed. As you watch a case study
unfold in class, you'll see students doing 85 percent of the talking, as the professor steers the conversation by
making occasional observations and asking questions. Following the stock market crash of that year, amid
mass unemployment, falling prices, and economic instability, public opinion of corporations and their
profit-seeking motives naturally soured.


